
THE MINOANS AND MYCENAEANS ESSAY

Free Essay: The Minoans and Mycenaeans were both from the Greek era. They differentiated quite a bit between each
other. While the Minoans were peaceful.

These were an individual tomb, which was a simple shallow pit covered and lined by slabs of rock. Through
research and artifact findings of this early society, archaeologists have been able to conclude that the Minoans
were an advanced group The Importance of the Minoan Crete and why it should be studied words - 6 pages
interesting to study. Over to the east, the Hittites mention a place in their tablets called Wilusa which fit the
location of Troy. Before the Mycenaean period and during the early Mycenaean period, burial was very
un-ritualistic with little honour; burial was purely a sanitary way to get rid of the deceased. Cycladic culture
was developed on Crete prior than the coming of the Greeks, Minoan culture was active in the area of Crete,
especially around the area at Knossos and Phaestos. There is also a small regional concentration in the North
America and the Chippewa and Ojibwa Indians. Mycenaean was developed on the mainland Greece Aegean
Civilization. It has a legacy that has contributed to the world and its local region through trade, military, art,
technology, government, and society. Second, one similarity between both civilizations was their military.
There were other Mycenaean cities that grew into major city-states during the height of Ancient Greece such
as Thebes and Athens. Knossos was the capital of the ancient Minoan civilization; located on the island of
Crete. The monarch ruled the administration as a head bureaucrat. The Mycenaeans developed trade
throughout the Mediterranean. Ultimately, Myceneans took over the Minoans. These graves were called cist
graves. While the land where the Minoans lived is deforested compared to the abundance of natural resources
that existed in ancient times, a culture evolved that has been the foundation the first European civilization that
has been changed, destroyed , and survived. Secondly, I took a course on Classical Archaeology as an
undergraduate student in Classics. All early cities had much problems concerning waste disposal and goods
distribution. This civilization was named for King Minos. Archeologists are unsure of what caused the
collapse. The climate was great for agriculture with mild winters and warm summers. The citadels seem to
have housed central administration and housing for an elite class of citizens. The Minoans had their own
written language which archeologists call "Linear A. London, Thames and Hudson. Though they were not
Greeks, the Minoans kept detail records in a form of Greek. Essay Topic: Civilization , Greece Sorry, but
copying text is forbidden on this website! For more about Ancient Greece: Overview. The palaces sewage
system seemed to connect to the urban areas, and contained paved roads. The graves were usually to small or
short to allow a fully extended burial so the bodies were usually crouched or in the foetus position often on a
prepared floor or river pebbles Instead of trading, Myceneans concentrated on warfare. They were so
intellectually advanced for their time period, that they have made a significant contribution to the development
of the Western European civilization. Fifth, another difference between Minoan and Mycenean civilization
focused on the government and society. Europe, Middle East and China. Essay about The Origins Of The
Minoans Civilization - With the Minoans civilization there is still great debate on how this civilization
collapsed to was it due to the cause of the rise of the Mycenaeans or by the Thera Eruption or even to an extent
neither caused the Minoans civilization to collapse as it remains a mystery to this day. Mycenaean warriors
wore helmets armored with boar tusks. The Mycenaean civilization flourished in the late Bronze Age. The
Mycenaeans took over the islands of the Minoans and adopted much of the Minoan culture. The similar is they
are both into building palaces. The evidence of Mycenean cultural influence on Minoan art and trade is a
strong indication. They were the first culture to use a written language known as Linear A and to have used
paved roads. Minoan Crete Minoan palaces were very independent from one another, but they share some
common similarities. There was a fusion of cultures between the Minoan culture with Helladic culture of
mainland Greece, which evolved into Mycenaean civilization.


